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� Surveyed SLM Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid
structures under compression
loading are shown to behave as
bending-dominated structures.

� An SLM Ti-6Al-4V fabricated Gyroid
shows distinct surface morphology
between upward and downward
facing surfaces.

� A numerical model of a Gyroid
structure was constructed which
showed excellent agreement with
experimental results.

� Gyroid stiffness and strength increase
with cell number and surface thick-
ness and tend to reduce with isovalue
and specimen size.

� A Gyroid structure was tuned to the
stiffness of human cortical bone (~16
GPa), for use in novel AM orthopae-
dic implants.
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a b s t r a c t

Triply Periodic Minimal Surface (TPMS) structures fabricated via Additive Manufacturing (AM) have
recently emerged as being appropriate candidates for high-value engineered structures, including porous
bio-implants and energy absorbing structures. Among the many TPMS designs, Gyroid structures have
demonstrated merits in AMmanufacturability, mechanical properties, and permeability in comparison to
traditional lattice structures. Gyroid structures are mathematically formulated by geometric factors:
surface thickness, sample size, number of surface periods, and the associated isovalue. These factors
result in a continuous surface with a topology-specific structural response. Quantifying the effect of these
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Fig. 1. Topological Design of Minimal Surfaces (a) Caten
factors on overall structural response requires substantial computational and experimental resources,
and little systematic data exists in the literature. Using a numerical approach, cubic Gyroid structures of
various designs were simulated under quasi-static compression, using a simulation model verified with
experimental data for AM Ti-6Al-4V specimens fabricated by Selective Laser Melting (SLM). The influence
of geometric factors on structural response was quantified with OFAT (One Factor At a Time) and Taguchi
methods. The results identify the number of cells and surface thickness strongly influence both modulus
and compressive strength. These findings were used to theoretically develop a Gyroid structure that
imitates both elastic modulus and compressive strength of human cortical bone.
© 2019 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Triply-Periodic-Minimal-Surfaces (TPMS) are naturally inspired
continuous non-self-intersecting surfaces with zero mean curva-
ture at all locations. TPMS possess locally minimized surface area
that intertwines in 3D space and typically separate the finite
bounding volume into closely entangled labyrinthine domains, that
fill the volume without enfolded voids. TPMS structures have
demonstrated advantages in their structural efficiency over con-
ventional bulk structures and are gaining increasing interest in the
design community, including applications in high stiffness struc-
tures, impact energy absorbers, chemical catalysts, and medical
bone implants [1e6]. Despite this interest, the characterisation of
the mechanical response of TPMS structures remains an open
research question.

Among known TPMS structures, the Schoen Gyroid [7] has been
shown to display remarkable geometric andmechanical properties.
The Gyroid surface possesses no reflection symmetry nor straight
lines, showing similar topology to human trabecular bone;
enabling reduced effect of stress concentrationwithin the structure
and enables highly efficient mechanical properties compared to
space-frame lattice structures. Recent literature has demonstrated
the potential for the Gyroid in orthopaedic bone replacement
[1,6,8,9], as well as for more general mechanical applications that
utilise energy absorption, fluid permeability, heat transfer and
structural response in mining, aerospace, and chemical industries
[10e13]. These emerging design opportunities are enabled by
commercially robust Additive Manufacturing (AM) technologies
especially associatedwith Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) systems such as
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) that allows the fabrication of high-
resolution metallic structures directly from digital data (Section
1.3) [14,15]. Such AM technologies dramatically increase the effi-
ciency and cost-effectiveness associated with the manufacture of
complex geometries such as the Gyroid.

The commercial application of Gyroid structures for high-value
design scenarios is restricted by the sparse existing data on the
influence of local Gyroid geometry on the associated structural
response. This research responds to this identified limitation by
providing numerical simulation of full-size SLM Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid
specimens. This simulation is made with acquired non-linear
oid, (b) Helicoid, (c) Primitive - P, (d
material properties for SLM Ti-6Al-4V material and is experimen-
tally validated with respect to the mechanical response of full-size
structure data. Based on this verified numerical model, the influ-
ence of the identified geometric factors: surface thickness, bulk
size, number of surface periods, and associated isovalue; was sta-
tistically investigated using both One Factor at a Time (OFAT) and
Taguchimethods. Thesemethods allowed insight into the criticality
of fundamental geometric factors of the mechanical response of
full-scale Gyroid lattice structures while accommodating the sig-
nificant dimensionality of the design space. To provide an example
application of this insight, the data generated in this research is
applied to theoretically develop a Gyroid structure that mimics the
elastic modulus and observed compressive strength of human
cortical bone.

1.1. Triply periodic minimal surfaces and Gyroid

Meusnier (1786) proved that the mean curvature of a minimal
surface is zero at every point and that any infinitesimal region of
such a surface has the least area of any region with the same
boundary conditions [16]. Furthermore, the divergence of the unit
normal vector n is zero throughout the minimal surface [17]. Triply-
periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS) satisfy the requirements of
minimal surfaces while self-tessellating infinitely in three mutually
perpendicular coordinate directions [16,18]. Of the five minimal
surfaces shown in Fig. 1, three are TPMS: the Diamond (D), Gyroid
(G) and Primitive (P) surfaces [19,20]; Each of which was defined by
Coxeter as the 3D tiling pattern specified as {6, 4|4} [21]. Eqs.
(1)e(3) provide level-set approximations for these structures in
terms of local Cartesian coordinates, X, Y, Z, according to a specified
isovalue, t [22,23].

P : cosXþ cosY þ cosZ ¼ t (1)

D : cosZ sinðXþYÞþ sinZ cosðX�YÞ ¼ t (2)

G : sinXcosY þ sinYcosZþ cosXsinZ ¼ t (3)

Varying the specific isovalue, t, results in significant variation in
local TPMS geometry. For example, Fig. 2 defines the geometric
) Diamond - D, (e) Gyroid - G. The D, G, and P surfaces themselves correspond to t ¼ 0.
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Fig. 2. Topology of TPMS Designs a) P-surface b) D-surface c) Gyroid at t ¼ 0; d) P-Surface e) D-surface f) Gyroid at t ¼ 0.8.
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variation associated with a change in isovalue from t¼ 0 to t¼ 0.8.
Values of t away from zero approximate surfaces of constant non-
zero mean curvature. It is evident from Fig. 3 that the isovalue
plays a significant role in the TPMS topology and associated
structural response, this effect is explicitly assessed in the analysis
phase of this research.
1.2. TPMS permutations and Gyroid

Of the known TPMS, the Schoen Gyroid [7] has attracted sig-
nificant attention, in recent literature [4,21]. The theoretical
formulation of Gyroid solids have been investigated by Khaderi
et al. [24,25]. Physical experimental studies were also conducted by
Yan et al. [6]. Research by Maskery et al. [3] outlined the two
common types of in Gyroid structures developed based on the
original CMC surface: matrix phase Gyroid, and network phase
Gyroid. A matrix phase Gyroid comprises an organic-shaped solid
layer bounded by two unconnected void regions, while a network
phase Gyroid contains a single intertwining solid with one void
region as shown in Fig. 4.

One form of the matrix phase Gyroid recently identified by
Aremu et al. [26] as the double Gyroid (DG) demonstrated high
stiffness and low peak stress when compared to other Gyroid types,
making it particularly suitable for application to lightweight
structures. The structure can also be specifically designed to
possess either anisotropic or axisymmetric stiffness, which offers
Fig. 3. Topology of TPMS Gyroid shown with varying isovalue [23]. As the isovalue moves a
strut-like elements.
potential for use in structural applications where the directionality
of structural resistance is critical. Studies by Kapfer et al. [27] also
indicated superior mechanical properties of the DG lattice
compared to its network phase counterparts, which encourages
further research in applying DG for structural applications. This
paper aims to investigate the influence of geometric factors on the
structural performance of matrix phase DG. All DG structures are
referred to simply as ‘Gyroid’ in this study, and were constructed by
offsetting two Gyroid surfaces from their neutral position with a
defined thickness, and encapsulated with thin surfaces merging
their surface edges at the defined boundaries.
1.3. AM technology

Additive manufacturing (AM) describes a range of processes
that fabricate components directly from a digital representation of
the intended geometry by the layerwise combination of a common
source material [28]. AM allows the fabrication of high complexity
geometries such as TPMS with robust mechanical and geometric
properties [29]. Of the available Metal Additive Manufacture
(MAM) processes, Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) provides a unique op-
portunity for the manufacture of complex structures [30];
including mass-customised patient-specific orthopaedic implants
[31]. Particular PBF technologies include Selective Laser Melting
(SLM) and Electron Beam Melting (EBM); these systems utilise a
laser and electron beam as the heating energy source, respectively.
way from t¼ 0, the Gyroid topology begins to emulate trabecular bone with associated



Fig. 4. Formulation of matrix phase and network phase, (a) Gyroid surface, (b) network phase (c) matrix phase [3].
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In practical terms, SLM processes typically enable a smaller feature
size than does EBM; whereas EBM typically allows a faster pro-
duction rate than does SLM. Both systems provide an emerging
opportunity for the fabrication of high-value TPMS structures [32].
1.4. AM TPMS structures for orthopaedic implants

For orthopaedic applications, structurally efficient topologies
with predictively tunable mechanical properties and medical
biocompatibility are of interest [31]. Recent literature has identified
that Ti-6Al-4V TPMS structures demonstrate significant potential
for orthopaedic implant applications.

For example, the study by Ataee et al. [8] evaluated the ortho-
tropic mechanical properties of EBM Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid structures
for bone implant applications. Specimens of unit cell sizes 2, 2.5 and
3mm indicated an elastic modulus and yield strength that ap-
proaches that of trabecular bone. The observed modulus and yield
strength vary by approximately 70% and 49%, respectively, with
altering test orientations. Anisotropy in elastic modulus was
observed and can potentially be designed to match that of trabec-
ular bone for orthopaedic applications. The largest observed
anisotropy occurs in samples with smaller unit cell. The dominant
failure mode under compression was by the formation of orthog-
onal crush bands at approximately 45� to the compression axis.

Y�anez et al. [33] analysed the mechanical properties of porous
cylindrical EBM Ti-6Al-4V specimens, comprised of standard or
axially elongated Gyroid structures, in compression and torsion. For
relatively high porosity specimens, a relatively high compression
stiffness and strength was observed in the elongated specimens,
while standard specimens presented higher torsional stiffness and
strength. However, these differences were not observed for speci-
mens with lower porosity (75%). Near homogeneous behaviour was
observed in the standard Gyroids when compressive loads were at
45� angle to build-direction for all specimens. These outcomes
present a potential approach to the tuning of modulus, stiffness,
and associated anisotropy for orthopaedic scenarios.

Y�anez et al. [9] investigated a series of EBM Ti-6Al-4V diamond
and Gyroid lattice, showing that structural strength increases as the
associated strut angle decreases. The research found that the
Gyroid structures optimises strength-to-weight-ratio for strut an-
gles below 35�. A high correlation was obtained between the
observed elastic modulus and compressive strength and the asso-
ciated strut angle. Based on these findings Gyroid specimens were
fabricated to mimic the elastic modulus of human trabecular bone.

Blanquer et al. [34] conducted detailed investigations into the
effect of TPMS scaffold surface curvature on porosity, permeability,
and surface morphology. Eight classifications of TPMS-based scaf-
folds were manufactured with biocompatible polymers via Ster-
iolithography (SLA). Specimens were designed with varying surface
curvatures while maintaining constant porosity and number of unit
cells. A numerical approach was developed to characterise the
Gaussian surface curvature distributions and pore connectivity of
TPMS architectures.

Bobbert et al. [35] characterised the mechanical properties, fa-
tigue resistance, and permeability of primitive, diamond, and
Gyroid TPMS SLM Ti-6Al-4V specimens; achieving yield stresses
approaching 250MPa with peak compression modulus of 6 GPa.
The fatigue life of the Gyroid specimens approached the defined
operational criteria for orthopaedic implants, i.e. 106 cycles. The
modified primitive structure shows high fatigue resistance with an
endurance limit of up to 60% of the yield stress. These properties
indicate the potential for Gyroid and other TPMS structures to be
used in patient-specific orthopaedic implants.

Yan et al. [36] evaluated the manufacturability, microstructure
and the associated mechanical properties of SLM Ti-6Al-4V TPMS
Gyroid and Diamond lattice. These results suggest that SLM can
reproduce TPMS geometry with less than ±0.15mm strut deviation.
The fabricated Gyroid specimens exhibit porosity of 80e95%, and
modulus ranging from 0.12 to 1.25 GPa, both being comparable to
the properties of human trabecular bone. For specimens with
5e10% porosity, the fabricated Gyroid lattice also exhibits moduli of
a similar range to that of human cortical bone.

Melchels et al. [37] conducted both physical and numerical
investigation into the mechanical properties of TPMS bio-scaffolds
fabricated from biocompatible polymer. These porous specimens
were numerically simulated and experimentally validated. This
numerical data indicates that stress is more homogeneously
distributed through the Gyroid than for other evaluated TPMS,
suggesting that Gyroid architectures will expose adhering cells to
more equal mechanical stimuli throughout the structure. As
nascent bone cells respond to deformation of the matrix to which
they adhere, this characteristic could be beneficial for bone
regrowth. The study demonstrates the potential for numerical
simulation to provide deep insight into the mechanical response of
TPMS, allowing tuning of material and porous architecture for or-
thopaedic scenarios.
1.5. Mechanical properties of human bones

Human bone is a rigid organ constructed frommineralized tissue
of mainly calcium minerals embedded into relatively compliant
biological matrices. Bone structure is categorized according to
density and topology as either cortical (compact) bone or trabecular
(cancellous) bone. Cortical bone possesses high stiffness and
strength (particularly in compression) with a porosity of approxi-
mately 5%. Trabecular bone is relatively compliant with porosities
of up to 90%. Quantifying the fundamental mechanics of living bone
remains an open research question [38], and significant variation
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exists in reported mechanical properties according to age, gender
and anatomical site. Furthermore, the available data varies ac-
cording to the applied experimental method and condition of the
bone during the experiment. In order to offer an indication of the
performance criteria and design specifications of orthopaedic im-
plants, a summary of mechanical properties (Table 1) is reported for
various anatomical sites (Fig. 5). Graphical comparison of the
averaged mechanical data indicates the variability in reported
mechanical data, in particular associated with anatomical site, bone
type and loading mode (Fig. 6). These observations highlight the
potential variation in bone tissue as well as their variation across
different anatomical sites. This data must be carefully considered
for the development of patient-specific orthopaedic implants.
Table 1
Literature summary of the mechanical properties of human bone.

Bone Age Gender Density Condition Ultimate Strain C

Cortical bone tensile data
Fibula 33 Male 1.91 Moist 2.1

59 Male 1.73 Moist 1.19
Humerus 15e89 Male 1.77 Moist 1.2

15e89 Female 1.72 Moist 1.9
Tibia 41.5 Male 1.96 Moist 1.76

71 e 1.83 Moist 1.56
20e29 e e Moist 4
30e39 e e Moist 3.9
40e49 e e Moist 2.9
50e59 e e Moist 3.1
60e69 e e Moist 2.7
70e79 e e Moist 2.7
80e89 e e Moist 2.3

Femur 41.5 Male 1.91 Moist 1.32
71 Male 1.85 Moist 1.07
15e89 male 1.9 Moist 2
15e89 female 1.8 Moist 1.8
20e29 e e Moist 3.4
30e39 e e Moist 3.2
40e49 e e Moist 3
50e59 e e Moist 2.8
60e69 e e Moist 2.5
70e79 e e Moist 2.5
80e89 e e Moist 2.4

Cortical bone compression data
Tibia 20e29 e e Moist e

30e39 e e Moist e

40e49 e e Moist e

50e59 e e Moist e

60e69 e e Moist e

70e79 e e Moist e

80e89 e e Moist e

Femur 20e29 e e Moist e

30e39 e e Moist e

40e49 e e Moist e

50e59 e e Moist e

60e69 e e Moist e

70e79 e e Moist e

80e89 e e Moist e

Trabecular bone compression data
Lumbar vertebra 14e89 Male 0.22 Dried 6.7

14e89 Female 0.22 Dried 6.1
Tibial head 14e89 Male 0.22 Dried 8.3

14e89 Female 0.22 Dried 6.9
Tibia 16e39 e e Moist 2.48

40e59 e e Moist 2.12
60e83 e e Moist 2.05

Proximal tibia 59e82 e 0.29 Moist e

Femur 58e83 e 0.5 Moist e

Lumbar spine 15e87 (Vertical) e 0.25 Moist 7.4
15e87 (Horizontal) e 0.24 Moist 8.5
71e84 e 0.19 Moist 7.4
1.6. Synthesis of experimental data for AM structures

AMmethods provide unique opportunities for the fabrication of
complex structures that are challenging for traditional
manufacturing methods, such as the fabrication of complex Gyroid
structures based on the mathematical definition of associated to-
pology. Table 2 summarizes the mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V
Gyroid structures fabricated via EBM and SLM reported from the
available literature.

Fig. 7 presents the compressive modulus and yield stress for
both EBM and SLM Gyroid structures (Table 2). Summarised
compressive properties of human bone reported in Fig. 6 are
superimposed, indicating that SLM and EBM samples exhibits
similar distributions of compressive modulus when plotted against
ross head (mm/min) Yield (MPa) Modulus (GPa) UTS (MPa) Source Ref.

1.1 e a) 19.2 100 EB [39]
1.1 e 15.2 80 EB
0.5 e 15.6 149 e [40] [41]
0.5 e 16.1 151 e

1.1 e 18.9 106 EB [39]
1.1 e 16.2 84 EB
e 126 18.9 161 Frozen [42]
e 129 27.0 154 Frozen
e 140 28.8 170 Frozen
e 133 23.1 164 Frozen
e 124 19.9 147 Frozen
e 120 19.9 145 Frozen
e 131 29.2 156 Frozen
1.1 e 14.9 102 EB [39]
1.1 e 13.6 68 EB
0.5 e 15.2 141 e [40] [41]
0.5 e 15.0 134 e

e 120 17.0 140 Frozen [42]
e 120 17.6 136 Frozen
e 121 17.7 139 Frozen
e 111 16.6 131 Frozen
e 112 17.1 129 Frozen
e 111 16.3 129 Frozen
e 104 15.6 120 Frozen

e ea) e e Frozen [42]
e e 35.3 213 Frozen
e e 30.6 204 Frozen
e e 24.5 192 Frozen
e e 25.1 183 Frozen
e e 26.7 183 Frozen
e e 25.9 197 Frozen
e e 18.1 209 Frozen
e e 18.6 209 Frozen
e e 18.7 200 Frozen
e e 18.2 192 Frozen
e e 15.9 179 Frozen
e e 18 190 Frozen
e e 15.4 180 Frozen

0.05 ea) 0.06 4.6 e [43]
0.05 e 0.04 2.7 e

0.05 e 0.03 3.9 e [43]
0.05 e 0.02 2.2 e

0.02 e 0.65 10.6 Frozen [44]
0.02 e 0.83 9.86 Frozen
0.02 e 0.61 7.27 Frozen
e e 0.45 5.33 Frozen [45]
e e 0.39 7.36 Frozen [46]
e e 0.07 2.45 Frozen [47]
e e 0.02 0.88 Frozen [47]
5 1.37 0.02 1.55 Frozen [48]



Fig. 5. Human bones of interest.

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 6. Comparison of elastic modulus and ultimate stress of human trabecular (a,b) and cortical (c,d) bone versus anatomical site.
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density. Both EBM and SLM samples are shown capable of achieving
the range of mechanical properties exhibited by trabecular bone;
however, cortical bone properties are higher than most of the Ti-
6Al-4V Gyroids surveyed. The compressive yield stress of the
strongest Ti-6Al-4V Gyroids surveyed exceeds the range of the
cortical bone ultimate compressive strengths, however many are
considerably lower, With a typical compressive yield stress around
20% of the cortical bone compressive strength. The difference is
more significant when considering the compressive modulus data;
with the stiffest gyroids <40% as stiff as the most compliant cortical
bone result, while the majority of the gyroids are below 10%. Whilst
the Ti-6Al-4V Gyroids currently underperform, studies from Y�anez
et al. [9,33], Challis et al. [49] and Bobbert et al. [35] have demon-
strated that altering the topology and porosity of TPMS Gyroid can
significantly increase their strength and stiffness in compression.
With little literature investigating the influence of topology to-
wards Ti-6Al-4V Gyroids, a knowledge gap hence exists in identi-
fying the geometric factors of TPMS Gyroids, as well as their effects
and significance towards Gyroid topology and mechanical
properties.

The Gibson-Ashby model is a commonly-accepted means of
predicting the mechanical properties of cellular structures,
including Gyroids, whereby certain properties are related to the
structure’s density by a positive power relationship [50]. The
compressive moduli and strengths of the Ti-6Al-4V Gyroids
presented in Table 2 are comparedwith the properties of trabecular
and cortical bone presented in Table 1, and the bending and stretch-
dominated behaviour predicted by the Gibson-Ashby model in
Fig. 7. The properties of most Gyroids fell between those of
trabecular and cortical bone, though some did have properties
similar to bone.

Power regression was performed on the Gyroid modulus and
strength data to derive coefficients and exponents for comparison
with the predictions of the Gibson-Ashby model in terms of
bending and stretch-dominated behaviour. For both strength and
modulus, the derived exponents (1.9 for modulus and 1.51 for
strength) were very close to those predicted for bending-
dominated structures (2 for modulus and 1.5 for strength) sug-
gesting these Gyroids were essentially behaving as bending-
dominated structures.
1.7. Research gaps in TPMS (Gyroid) design

Until relatively recently, TPMS structures were primarily of ab-
stract interest, however commercially robust AM systems enable
their fabrication for high-value applications. The Gyroid structure is
highly relevant for patient-specific orthopaedic implants, as it en-
ables continuous filling of the resected void space, provides highly
efficient load transfer and allows for bone in-growth and vascu-
larisation and is compatible medical-grade implant materials such



Table 2
Summary of the structural performance of Ti-6Al-4V TPMS Gyroid manufactured via SLM and EBM.

ID Porosity Material Height (mm) Aspect Ratio Tested Strain Unit Cell Size s_y (MPa) E (MPa) Max Stress (MPa) Fabrication Reference

e 95 Ti-6Al-4V 33 1 up to failure 3.3 10.00 40 e SLM [49]

e 90 Ti-6Al-4V 33 1 up to failure 3.3 26.00 121 e SLM [49]

e 85 Ti-6Al-4V 33 1 up to failure 3.3 45e50 200 e SLM [49]

As-built 85 Ti-6Al-4V 35 1 e 5 47.60± 3.4 805.60± 29.70 e SLM [6]
T-treated 950 85 Ti-6Al-4V 35 1 e 5 41.80± 4.5 807.40± 27.70 e SLM [6]
T-treated 1050 85 Ti-6Al-4V 35 1 e 5 36.9± 4.3 802.40± 32.20 e SLM [6]
G500 66 Ti-6Al-4V 20 cylinder 1.3 0.7 1.5 115.65 3870.05 e SLM [35]
G600 63 Ti-6Al-4V 20 cylinder 1.3 0.7 1.5 137.31 4247.29 e SLM [35]
G700 59 Ti-6Al-4V 20 cylinder 1.3 0.7 1.5 169.12 4755.02 e SLM [35]
G800 52 Ti-6Al-4V 20 cylinder 1.3 0.7 1.5 232.90 5655.30 e SLM [35]

e 95 Ti-6Al-4V e e e 3e7 6.50± 1.62 130± 20 e SLM [36]

e 92.5 Ti-6Al-4V e e e 3e7 14.19 249.17 e SLM [36]

e 90 Ti-6Al-4V e e e 3e7 24.03 407.52 e SLM [36]

e 87.5 Ti-6Al-4V e e e 3e7 36.14 596.85 e SLM [36]

e 85 Ti-6Al-4V e e e 3e7 50.46 815.20 e SLM [36]

e 80 Ti-6Al-4V e e e 3e7 81.30± 2.60 1250± 40 e SLM [36]

Normal 75 75.66± 0.31 Ti-6Al-4V 16 cylinder 1 0.06 2.3 47.75± 1.34 1917.79 ± 123.71 57.7± 1.15 EBM [33]
Normal 90 83.97± 0.14 Ti-6Al-4V 17 cylinder 1 0.06 2.4 14.62± 0.34 453.69± 21.91 17.0± 0.34 EBM [33]
Def 75 77.35± 0.13 Ti-6Al-4V 50 elongated 0.022 4.5 83.46± 1.56 5222.34 ± 201.68 86.6± 1.76 EBM [33]
Def 90 88.12± 0.11 Ti-6Al-4V 49 elongated 0.022 4.5 16.04± 0.78 933.92± 11.77 16.4± 0.94 EBM [33]
II Def Gyroid 88.28± 0.30 Ti-6Al-4V 38 e 6.3 20.15± 0.22 e 21.5± 0.28 EBM [33]
G2-B 82 Ti-6Al-4V 20 1.54 0.8 2 13.1± 1.6 637± 45 24.4± 2.4 EBM [8]
G2-T 82 Ti-6Al-4V 20 1.54 0.8 2 19.2± 1.2 1084± 160 16.9± 1.5 EBM [8]
G25-B 84.5 Ti-6Al-4V 25 1.54 0.8 2.5 15.5± 1.1 842± 11 24.3± 0.4 EBM [8]
G25-T 84.5 Ti-6Al-4V 25 1.54 0.8 2.5 17.3± 1.2 1060± 72 20.7± 0.7 EBM [8]
G3-B 85 Ti-6Al-4V 30 1.54 0.8 3 15± 0.5 839± 33 21.3± 0.6 EBM [8]
G3-T 85 Ti-6Al-4V 30 1.54 0.8 3 14.0± 0.6 824± 23 20.3± 0.2 EBM [8]
G1 94.0 Ti-6Al-4V 21 elongated 0.055 e 13.19 700.36 e EBM [9]
G8 93.4 Ti-6Al-4V 21 elongated 0.055 e 1.69 59.12 e EBM [9]
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Fig. 7. Comparison of modulus (a) and compressive yield strength (b) with bone
properties and bending (yellow) and stretch-dominated (blue) behaviour predicted by
the Gibson-Ashby model. Grey lines indicate relationship derived from regression.
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as Ti-6Al-4V. Despite the opportunities inherent in AM fabricated
Gyroid implants, there exists little formal design data, in particular
the effect of local Gyroid geometry on the associated mechanical
response. In response to this identified research deficiency, this
research presents experimentally validated numerical simulation
of gyroid response for a range of geometric design variables: sur-
face thickness, sample size, number of surface periods, and asso-
ciated isovalue. Full factorial analysis is not computationally
feasible, consequently the effect of geometric variables onModulus,
Strength and associated failure modes are assessed one factor at a
time (OFAT) to provide initial insight into their effect. Based on this
initial assessment, Taguchi methods are then applied to provide
insight the relative magnitudes of these effects. Based on these
insights estimates are made of Gyroid design parameters required
to emulate the mechanical response of human cortical bone.

2. AM fabrication of Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid specimen

Physical and numerical models Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid specimens
were generated allowing numerical simulation and specimen
manufacture (Fig. 8).

2.1. SLM manufacture of Ti-6Al-4V specimen

The material used in this study is a gas atomised Ti-6Al-4V
powder (TLS Technik GmbH) with composition specified in Table 3,
and characterised according to ISO 9276-2:2014 [51] by laser
diffraction as: Dv(10)¼ 33.2 mm, Dv(50)¼ 44.8 mm,
Dv(90)¼ 57.8 mm [52]. Specimens were manufactured on a SLM
system (SLM Solution GmbH, 250HL) with process parameters of
Table 4. The associated laser energy density, Y, is defined according
to Eq. (4) and is dependent on the key parameters of laser power, P,
scanning speed, v, hatch spacing, h, and layer thickness, t Prior to



Fig. 8. Development, fabrication, and investigation process of the Ti-6Al-4V TPMS Gyroid specimen.

Table 4
e Ti-6Al-4V SLM processing parameters.

Laser energy density,
Y (J/mm3)

Laser Power,
P (W)

Hatch spacing,
h (mm)

Focal offset (mm) Scan speed,
v (mm/s)

Layer thickness,
t (mm)

68.5 175 120 2 710 30

Table 3
e Chemical composition of Ti-6Al-4V powder.

Sample (wt%) Ti N C H Fe O Al V

Actual Bal. 0.006 0.008 0.001 0.17 0.13 6.35 3.96
Normal range Bal. Max. 0.05 Max. 0.08 Max. 0.015 Max. 0.4 Max. 0.2 5.5e6.75 3.5e4.5
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SLMmanufacture, the powder bed was preheated to 200 �C and the
build chamber was purged with argon until the oxygen level was
reduced to a maximum of 100 ppm. The manufactured Gyroid
sample comprised 2 cells at each edge, a surface thickness of
0.3mm, and nominal cube side length of 40mm (Fig. 9).

Y ¼ P
h∙v∙t

(4)

Where:

Y: energy density [J/mm3].
P: laser power [W].
v: scan speed [mm/s].
t: layer thickness [mm].
h: hatch spacing [mm]
2.2. Surface morphology

Examination of the as-manufactured surface was performed via
SEM (Phillips XL30) at six locations of the Gyroid specimen,
capturing the morphology of the upward/forward and downward/
backward facing surfaces at orientations 0�/45�/90� (Figs. 10 and
11).

Surface morphologies are distinct for upward and downward
facing surfaces. Particles adhered to downward-facing surfaces are
predominantly of spherical shape and are loosely attached; while
particles on upward-facing surfaces are semi-fused and more
rigidly adhered. Layerwise SLM morphology and laser is more
apparent on the upward-facing surface, while the downward-
facing surfaces have greater roughness. These observations are
compatible with reports for similar processes and materials [53].

In order to provide information on the tissue-implant interface
for Gyroid-based implant design, the numbers of partially attached
particles from each image were quantified via a custom-developed



Fig. 9. Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid specimen fabricated via SLM.
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image recognition code [53,54]. These results show little variation
in the number of residual particles for downward facing surfaces,
with slight increase in surface particle count when oriented from
horizontal to vertical (0�~90�). However, substantial difference
exists for upward-facing surfaces, indicating that surface orienta-
tion has a significant influence over the surface morphology of SLM
Gyroid structures. These variations are significant to the interface
properties associated with cell-culturing and tissue regrowth [54].
2.3. AM manufacturability of TPMS

Despite the technical opportunities associated with TPMS for
high-value engineering applications, there exists little data on their
Fig. 10. Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid Surfaces of various orientations examined via SEM [Gyroid
image reproduced with permission of Kenneth Brakke, http://facstaff.susqu.edu/
brakke/evolver/examples/periodic/periodic.html].
associated AM manufacturability. An important manufacturability
constraint is associated with inclination to the build platen, a, with
excessively acute angles resulting in compromised manufacturing
outcomes. The frequency of occurrence of various inclination an-
gles was assessed for a unit cell of the experimentally manufac-
tured Gyroid structure, and the location of surfaces investigated via
SEM was highlighted (Fig. 12). This observation finds that: as
inclination tends to 0�, the frequency of occurrence tends to zero e

this inclination angle occurs only at vertically aligned saddle points;
frequency of occurrence is a maximum for the inclination of 55�

this occurs for the surfaces with the least gaussian curvature; and
that as inclination tends to 90�, the frequency of occurrence tends
to approximately 1.25% per degree. These observations are found to
be invariant with the number of unit cells used to generate the
gyroid structure.

3. Experimental study

The experimental study of Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid specimens was
performed via an MTS compression machine calibrated for quasi-
static compression test. The fabricated specimen was positioned
at the centre of a rectangular flat steel platform and compressed
using a parallel steel platen located above the specimen, with the
over-head speed of 4mm/min. Three unloading cycles were con-
ducted at 1%, 2%, and 4% strain to progressively examine the
unloading moduli before loading the specimen to failure at 50%
strain. Fig. 13 presents the force-displacement curve captured, with
the peak forces measured at 20.18 kN.

Table 5 presents the mechanical properties obtained from the
Gyroid compression test. The Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid specimen exhibited
close-to-elastic behaviour prior to reaching the compressive stress
of 12.50MPa. Comparing the elastic modulus to the two recover
moduli measured, the loading-unloading data obtained from the
three loading cycles indicated a 40% increase in modulus when
unloading at 2% strain with the structure remaining elastic. A
change in elastic modulus during unloading at 2% strain has been
established for Ti-6Al-4V lattices by Mazur et al. [55], and attrib-
uted to localised permanent deformation. The change in elastic
modulus at 2% strain is apparent in the Gyroid compression
response. At 4% strain, where structure has exceeded the
compressive strength, the modulus captured during the unloading
cycle is similar to that of the overall modulus. Further compression
of the specimen led to a rapid decrease in its structural integrity
until the complete collapse of the intertwining surface structure.

3.1. Failure modes

Fig. 14 is illustrative of the typical evolution of structural
collapse of the Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid specimen compressed between
steel platens. Progressive collapse is observed in a layer-by-layer
fashion, initiating at the intersection of the specimen with one
platen surface, and locally progressing towards the opposite platen
face, followed by specimen densification. As the platen contacts the
specimen, signs of local buckling are observed to occur at the upper
layer (T¼ 20s, displacement¼ 1.33mm), followed by the local
collapse of adjacent structural elements (T¼ 27 s, 1.8mm). As the
collapse of the porous volume of the first layer progresses, local
buckling is progressively visible in the adjacent layer (T¼ 37 s,
displacement¼ 2.5mm). This cycle of local layerwise collapse of
adjacent cells is repeated until layerwise layer collapse progresses
to through the structure. In this case, experimental loading was
paused before densification to allow inspection of the failed
structure.

Post-experiment examination shows the surfaces at the upper
two layers tightly compressed, while the third layer exhibits severe

http://facstaff.susqu.edu/brakke/evolver/examples/periodic/periodic.html
http://facstaff.susqu.edu/brakke/evolver/examples/periodic/periodic.html
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Fig. 11. SEM Image of surface morphology at various orientations of Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid Specimen. Note that the nomenclature of upward and downward are ill-defined for 90�

specimens.

a) b) 

Fig. 12. Gyroid inclination angle assessed for a unit cell of the experimentally manufactured Gyroid structure, a) Visualization of inclination angle regions, b) Histogram (blue) and
cumulative probability distribution (red) of inclination to the build platen, a.
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Fig. 13. Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid Specimen loaded under quasi-static compression: (a) force-displacement, (b) stress-strain.

Table 5
Mechanical Properties of Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid Specimen under compression.

Gyroid
Properties

Relative Properties (Ti-6Al-4V)

Max. stress (s) 12.50 MPa 1.25%
Youngs modulus (E) 0.54 GPa 0.49%
2% strain modulus (E2%) 0.76 GPa 0.69%
4% strain modulus (E4%) 0.53 GPa 0.48%
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signs of buckling. The lower layer remained intact with little signs
of permanent deformation. As shown in Fig. 15, the surfaces at the
upper face were severely deformed with buckling induced cracking
at the locations of highest deformation.
Fig. 14. Evolution of Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid Specimen St
3.2. Comparison of Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid specimens to lattice and bone
properties

To evaluate the Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid specimens for potential
implant applications, Fig. 16 plots the relative modulus of Ti-6Al-4V

using E¼ 110 GPa and r¼ 4430 kg
m3 against traditional lattice designs

previously reported by Zhang et al. [56], as well as the range of
relative modulus from human bone in forming a comprehensive
comparison. Results from Table 5 shows that the Gyroid specimen
possesses the relative modulus of 0.67% at 2% strain, which falls
within the values exhibited from the various lattice permutations
of 0.4%~1.4%. The relative density of 4.2% from the Gyroid specimen
was considerably lower than that of other lattices. The results
indicate that the Gyroid specimen possesses mechanical strength
ructural Collapse under compressive loading.



Fig. 15. Post-experiment images of Ti-6Al-4V specimen.

Cortical Bone 

Trabecular Bone

Fig. 16. Comparison of relative mechanical properties (Ti-6Al-4V) between Gyroid specimen, traditional lattice designs superimposed with the properties of human bone.
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similar to traditional lattice designs at lower mass, which presents
potential as an alternative structure to be used in enhancing the
structural properties of orthopaedic implants. In comparison to the
properties of human bone, both the Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid specimen and
lattices exceeded the relative modulus of the trabecular bone.
However, the results indicate these existing structures possess
insufficient modulus in order to match that of the cortical bone.
4. Numerical study and results

4.1. Elastic-plastic material model of SLM TI-6AL-4V

A material model of Ti-6Al-4V fabricated by AM SLM at 30 mm
was constructed by capturing the elastic-plastic stress-strain curve
from the study by Xu et al. [57], in which the setup parameters and



Fig. 17. Elastic-plastic material behaviour of Ti-6Al-4V fabricated via AM SLM [57].
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facilities identical to the current research were applied. A 30 mm
layer thickness was selected for greater printing resolution and to
achieve a smoother surface finish in comparison to the 60 mm
alternative. Xu et al. showed the 30 mm process to have a’
martensitic structure, while the 60 mm process parameters resulted
in stronger SLM fabricated Ti-6Al-4V material with an ultrafine
lamellar (aþ b) structure via in situ martensite decomposition.
Both processes exhibited high yield strength and large tensile
elongation to failure when comparing to the traditional Globular
milled-annealed Ti-6Al-4V [57]. Fig.17 illustrates the comparison of
elastic-plastic material behaviour of two SLM Ti-6Al-4V materials,
with the traditional Ti-6Al-4V presented as benchmark. The ma-
terial was implemented as an elastic-plastic model with isotropic
hardening.
4.2. FE model setup and mesh quality assessment

A numerical continuum model was constructed within Abaqus
(a) 

(c) 

Fig. 18. Mesh assessment on the num
software based on the Gyroid geometry (contours) described in the
STL format. The STL was used as a basis to generate a hexahedral
finite element (FE) solid mesh (C3D8) that populates the inter-
twining thickened-surface volume of the Gyroid. The elements in
the mesh were generated with the target size of 0.5mm. Fig. 18a
illustrates the mesh and associated element sizes, with the per-
centage distribution of element sizes presented in Fig. 18b. Areas
adjacent to the surface edges are shownpopulated by slightly larger
elements, while the centre regions are filledwith elements closer to
0.5mm at the surface, and three to four elements through the
thickness direction. The analysis indicates the majority (over 85%)
of the elements fall within the size range of 0.5mm± 0.1 at the
gyroid surface, with overall shorter length in the thickness
direction.

The numerical model was constructed with the Gyroid mesh
between rigid surfaces 50mm� 50mm, located both above and
below the Gyroid with an offset of 0.1mm from the nearest node
(Fig. 18c). The lower surface was defined with a fully-fixed
constraint by associating a virtual node 1 constrained in all 6 De-
grees of Freedom (DOF). To simulate the compression from the
boundary with higher computational efficiency, a similar boundary
was defined for the upper surface fixed in X and Y directions.
Contact between Gyroid elements and the bounding surfaces were
frictionless. In order to reduce the number of time steps and
associated computational costs, an increased Z velocity
of �1000mm/s was applied. Kinetic energy was found to be <2% of
the total internal energy, thereby confirming that the increased
speed introduces an acceptably small dynamic component.
Displacement was applied to compute the overall stress-strain
response up to 2.5mm (6% strain) (Fig. 18d).
4.3. Numerical results

The overall outcomes of the numerical simulation show strong
agreement with the physically obtained benchmark result (Fig. 19,
Table 6). Due to the fictional protruded Gyroid elements at the
(b) 

(d) 

erical model of Gyroid structure.



Table 6
Comparison of numerical model and experimental data for the compression
response of the Gyroid specimen.

(MPa) Experiment Simulation Error (%)

Modulus E 546.22 567.68 3.9%
Compressive Strength 12.50 13.26 6.1%
Compressive Yield Stress 9.24 9.29 0.5%
Strain at Yield 3.12 2.90 7.2%
Strain at Max. Stress 4.29 4.58 6.7%

Fig. 19. Comparison of structural performance obtained from experimental and nu-
merical studies. Stress and strain values are computed for bulk size rather than local
material response.
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surface edges caused by the surface-offset method, a discrepancy
was observed in the force-displacement curve during the early
stage of simulation. This is followed by a linear-elastic behaviour up
to the yield strain at 2.9%, and the strain at maximum stress at 4.6%
before the strength is drastically reduced. In comparison to the
Fig. 20. Numerically simulated Von-Mises stress distribution and associated deformation (u
physical test, both simulated modulus and maximum stress indi-
cate a maximum error of no >6.1%. Differences in strain at yield and
strain at maximum stress are 7.2% and 6.7% respectively, which
indicates the stiffness characteristics of the model matches closely
with the ones shown in physical outcome.

Fig. 20 presents the simulated evolution of stress distribution
with the associated images of different experimental stages. The
exposed Gyroid surfaces at the boundary are shown exhibiting
early signs of distortion at 0.1% strain. At 3.1% strain, while stress
intensities are shown equally distributed in the majority part of the
Gyroid structure, high stress concentration can be observed in the
elements located near the compressed boundaries, which leads to
local buckling and yield of the bulk structure. As the stress con-
tinues to increase at the boundary as the compression progresses,
severe stress concentrations can be observed at the plate boundary,
which results in substantial deformation of the intertwining sur-
faces, while the opposing boundary experiences lower stress in-
tensity and remains intact until the termination strain of 6%. This
behaviour is consistent with the experimental observations and
detailed the reason for the progressive collapse of Gyroid layers.
While damage was not experimentally confirmed between the 2%
and 4% unloading cycles, the simulation suggests that there is
permanent deformation in the upper surfaces at these strains.

4.4. Energy absorption

In order to compare the energy absorption potential of the
specimens in this study, the quasi-static energy absorbed per unit
volume of the specimen,Wv (Eq. (5)) was calculated by numerically
integrating the stress-strain data for each specimen up to a strain
integration limit of es¼ 6%, where the unit volume relates to the
prismatic volume enclosed by the specimen edge dimensions [58].
The strain integration limit was selected based on the common
highest strain observed for all specimens. The resultant volumetric
energy absorption value includes both the recoverable elastic, and
non-recoverable plastic energy components. The simulated struc-
tures exhibit a range of energy-absorption behaviours which are
presented in Figs. 25, 31 and 32, and are discussed in context in
pper), with corresponding experimental data (lower) for various strain of deformation.



Fig. 21. Labelling of gyroid permutation based on geometric factors.
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Section 5. This quantitative data on quasi-static energy absorption
provide a previously unavailable database for the design of gyroid
structures for energy absorption applications.

Wv ¼
ðes
0

sde
�
MJ
m3

�
(5)

Where:

Wv: Energy absorbed per unit volume [MJ/m3]
e: Strain [m/m].
es: Strain integration limit [m/m].
s: Applied stress [MPa]
5. Parametric study via numerical approach

The benchmarked numerical model provided the opportunity to
conduct detailed investigation into the effect of individual geo-
metric factors towards the overall bulk structure via parametric
study. Four control factors were initially chosen for the study:
surface wall thickness, cell size, bulk size and isovalue. The ratio of
bulk size to cell size provides the cell number, the number of cells
on each edge of in repeating cube volume. Labelling of the Gyroid
permutations is defined in Fig. 21, for example, the label of
‘2C40LW030V0’ describes the Gyroid with 2 repeated cells at each
edge, a bulk size of 40mm cube, surface thickness of 0.3mm, and
an isovalue of 0. Apart from the geometry of the Gyroid, simulations
of all parametric studies consist of identical material properties and
numerical attributes as the experimentally validated FE model. The
following sections describe the numerical study of each factor
investigated, with all numerical Gyroid permutations defined in
Table 7.
Table 7
Taguchi L’16 matrix for study of factor influence.

Taguchi L’16 Matrix Factors

Topology Number of Cells Bulk Size (mm) Thickn
(mm)

2C25LW03V00 2 25 0.3
2C30LW04V05 2 30 0.4
2C35LW05V07 2 35 0.5
2C40LW06V11 2 40 0.6
3C25LW04V07 3 25 0.4
3C30LW03V11 3 30 0.3
3C35LW06V00 3 35 0.6
3C40LW05V05 3 40 0.5
4C25LW05V11 4 25 0.5
4C30LW06V07 4 30 0.6
4C35LW03V05 4 35 0.3
4C40LW04V00 4 40 0.4
5C25LW06V05 5 25 0.6
5C30LW05V00 5 30 0.5
5C35LW04V11 5 35 0.4
5C40LW03V07 5 40 0.3
5.1. Effect of surface thickness and cell size

A design matrix consisting of 4 categories and total of 16 Gyroid
permutations was developed to systematically investigate the in-
dividual influence of surface thickness and cell size. Fig. 22 illus-
trates the topology of each category developed based on decreasing
cell sizes of 20mm,13.3mm,10mm, and 8mm, in filling a constant
40mm cube bulk volume. Within each individual category are four
Gyroid permutations consisting of surface thickness 0.3mm,
0.4mm, 0.5mm, and 0.6mm.

Numerical analysis shows that increasing surface thickness can
effectively increase both the modulus and compressive strength of
Gyroid structure developed from identical surface topology.
Fig. 23a and b compares the results among the 16 Gyroid simula-
tions with increasing surface thickness, which indicates an increase
in both modulus and compressive strength for all permutations
considered. These results show that a doubling the surface thick-
ness (e.g. Fig. 23a, i to ii) can provide equivalent or greater struc-
tural improvements than reducing cell size while maintaining wall
thickness (e.g. Fig. 23a, i to iii). This presents the opportunity for
structural enhancement without altering the underlining topology.
The phenomenon is also more apparent as the cell size decreases
for both modulus and maximum stress.

The influence of Gyroid surface thickness and cell size towards
its stress-strain behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 24. In comparison
with the basic permutation ‘2C40LW030V0’, yield and compressive
strength increase with thickness, and permutations based on
identical topology exhibit comparable stress-strain relationships,
as shown in Fig. 24a). Similar characteristics can also be seen
among models of different categories while possessing identical
thickness, where smaller cell sizes yields higher maximum stress,
as shown in Fig. 24b).

Analysis presented in Fig. 25 compares the influence of surface
thickness and number of cells on Gyroid energy absorption per unit
volume. These results indicate that addition of one single cell to the
Gyroid topology (e.g. Fig. 25a, iv to v) is more effective in increasing
energy absorption than thickening the surface by an increment of
0.1mm (e.g. Fig. 25a, iv to vi). By using greater values in both sur-
face thickness and the number of cells, the calibrated permutations
see a significant increase in modulus, maximum stress, and energy
absorption. Overall, this analysis indicates strong potential in
achieving superior mechanical properties of Gyroid structure by
calibrating the two factors thickness and number of cells, in order
to simulate the mechanical strength and modulus of the human
cortical bone.
Results

ess Isovalue Elastic modulus (GPa) Max. Stress (MPa)

0 1.065 23.99
0.5 0.494 21.76
0.7 0.897 19.76
1.1 1.046 10.96
0.7 2.241 59.63
1.1 0.710 20.32
0 3.312 69.92
0.5 1.228 38.71
1.1 2.568 66.42
0.7 4.622 114.54
0.5 2.234 47.22
0 2.886 55.56
0.5 14.981 338.64
0 9.853 187.74
1.1 2.174 55.24
0.7 2.170 54.85
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Fig. 23. Comparison in (a) modulus and (b) maximum stress simulated from the parametric study varying surface thickness and the number of cells.

(b) (a) 

Fig. 24. Simulated stress-strain relationship of gyroids permutations. (a) identical topology with thickness varying from 0.3mm to 0.6mm, and b) identical thickness (0.3mm) with
varying topology.

Fig. 22. Categories of Gyroid models for investigating the effect of thickness and number of cells.
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Fig. 25. Energy Absorption of gyroid permutations from the four categories.
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5.2. Effect of bulk size and cell size

The influence of bulk size was investigated by propagating a
10mmGyroid cubic cell into three structures of different bulk sizes;
20mm, 30mm, and 40mm. The result presented in Fig. 26 shows
that while increasing bulk size yields greater structural strength in
terms of modulus and maximum stress, it also alters the stress-
strain response of the overall structure. Elastic behaviour can be
seen to dominate the response of model 2C up to 4% strain, while
model 3C and 4C presents an earlier yield strain of 1.7%, followed by
the plastic-dominant region that reaches the maximum stress at
4.8% strain. The yield stress of the 4C Gyroid is around 35MPa,
similar in magnitude to the maximum stress exhibited by the
smaller 3C and 2C Gyroids.

Further investigation on the influence of enlarged cell sizes was
also conducted using cell sizes of 10.0mm, 12.5mm, 15.0mm,
Fig. 26. Gyroid permutations of varying bulk size from 10mm Gyroid cell.
17.5mm, and 20.0mm with a constant number of cells in the
structure. Results from Fig. 27a suggests a decreasing trend of both
modulus and maximum stress with increasing bulk length. The
reduction in bulk size also resulted in the extension of linear-elastic
region of the stress-strain curve, as well as higher strain at the point
of maximum stress, and hence the increase in structural strength.
Fig. 27b inspects the relationship of cell sizes versus their corre-
sponding modulus by combining the simulation data with the data
described in the previous section. This outcome exhibits a general
trend of increasing modulus with smaller cell size, further
enhanced by having a larger number of cells. The simulated models
also suggest increases in volumetric energy absorption with
reducing cell size (Fig. 28).

5.3. Effect of specimen aspect ratio

The effect of aspect ratio (height/width) was studied by
modelling the 2C Gyroid permutations of 40mm in bulk size with
aspect ratio ranging from 0.5 to 2.5. The Gyroid thickness, cell size
and isovalue were kept constant as well as the bulk size in width
and depth directions. Results shown in Fig. 29a suggest the elastic
modulus increases with aspect ratio (AR) as a general trend, while
the variation in modulus of (0.32e0.68 GPa) appeared less signifi-
cant when comparing to the influence of other factors already
discussed (e.g. thickness, cell size). Fig. 29b shows the Gyroid with
AR of 0.5 exhibited significant difference in the stress-strain
behaviour when comparing to their counterparts. Among models
with AR >1.0, similar structural behaviour was observed with the
stress rapidly increasing due to the high modulus, followed by the
elastic-plastic transition at a yield point prior to reachingmaximum
stress between 2%~4%. On the contrary, the model with AR of 0.5
shows greater elasticity and lower modulus with the stress reach-
ing a maximum at a higher strain beyond 6%. Energy absorption per
unit volume is shown in Fig. 30 indicates a minor change in energy
absorption with increasing AR.

5.4. Effect of isovalue on mechanical response

Investigation on the effect of isovalue, t, was conducted by
simulating the 2C Gyroid permutations of 40mm bulk size, and AR
of 1.0 with isovalues t¼ 0.00, 0.55, and 1.10. As the change in iso-
value alters the Gyroid geometry, the influence of AR is also
simulated over a range of surface thickness from 0.3mm~0.6mm in
order to observe the influence on various geometries. A total of 12
models were developed and the mechanical responses reported,
indicating that by altering the isovalue of Gyroids from 0.0 to 1.1,
the associated modulus sees a reduction of over 60% in all cases
(Fig. 31a). When comparing among permutations of different
thicknesses, varying the isovalue away from zero also reduces the
influence of surface thickness on the modulus. This observation
indicates that thicker Gyroid structures not only possess greater
structural strength, but also see greater influence from the cali-
bration of the isovalue. This characteristic can benefit the devel-
opment of orthopaedic implants in particular, where both high
strength cortical bone and low strength porous trabecular bone can
be designed into a continuous range based on the careful calibra-
tion of isovalue, thickness, and cell size.

Altering the isovalue also led to significant changes in the stress-
strain behaviour of Gyroid structures. Presented in Fig. 31b, altering
the isovalue from 0.0 to 1.10 transformed the original characteristic
of high stiffness into a plastic dominated behaviour with substan-
tially reduced structural strength. Mechanical properties of
modulus, maximum stress, and yield strain were also reduced in a
continuous manner. This observation indicates potential for the
structural behaviour and properties of the Gyroids to be fine-tuned



(b) (a) 

Fig. 27. Comparison of mechanical response of Gyroid permutations based on (a) cell size and (b) surface thickness.

Fig. 28. Energy absorption with varying cell size.
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via the considered factors (e.g. isovalue, thickness, cell sizes) based
on the desired design criteria.

The effect of the isovalue on Gyroid energy absorption is illus-
trated in Fig. 32. When altering the isovalue from 0 to 0.55, the
results suggest that permutations with relatively thin surfaces (<
0.4mm) received little to no reduction in energy absorption, and a
small reduction of 16% from the permutation with the thickest
surface (0.6mm). Greater influence was observed when the iso-
value was increased to 1.10, where the energy absorption from
permutations of all thickness were reduced by >50%. This obser-
vation indicates the effectiveness in calibrating the isovalue in or-
der to vary the overall energy absorption capacity, which can
further support the development of Gyroid-based orthopaedic
implants.
5.5. Discussion

In assessing the potential for achieving the mechanical strength
of human cortical bone via Gyroid structures, the numerical studies
conducted have provided strong indication of the capability of
Gyroid structures for achieving significantly higher mechanical
strength than reported from current literatures. Calibration of
mechanical strength is also highly applicable through the several
influencing factors investigated. To observe the effect of Gyroid
structural strengthening simulated versus existing candidate
structures for Ti-6Al-4V implants (e.g. lattices), Fig. 33 presents the
numerical results of structural calibration via surface thickening as
discussed in the previous section, overlayed by the properties of
various Ti-6Al-4V lattice designs reported by Mazur et al. [55]. In
comparing the modulus and bulk density of the structures against



(a) (b) 

Fig. 29. Comparison of (a) modulus and (b) stress-strain behaviour for the parametric study on the effect of aspect ratio.

Fig. 30. Comparison in energy absorption for the parametric study on the effect of
aspect ratio, AR.

(a) (b) 

Fig. 31. Comparison of (a) modulus and (b) stress-strain behaviour for the parametric study on the effect of aspect ratio.

Fig. 32. Comparison in energy absorption for the parametric study on the effect of
isovalue.
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Fig. 33. Relative modulus of simulated models and comparison to lattice structures.
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Ti-6Al-4V properties (E¼ 110GPa, r¼ 4430 kg/m3), the simulated
Gyroid designs exhibit outstanding structural properties in terms of
relative modulus versus the lattice counterparts. The fact that all
Gyroid permutations were developed through calibration of factors
based on a common density function showcases the design flexi-
bility of the Gyroid structures. This is particularly apparent when
Gyroid structures are shown to be capable of accommodating a
wide range of modulus through design permutations, while it
would otherwise require various lattices of specific designed ge-
ometries in order to achieve a similar distribution.

The trend of increasing modulus from the permutations also
shows a strong likelihood in matching the modulus of the human
cortical bone. By extrapolating the trendline of the advancing
relative modulus beyond existing numerical data, the result sug-
gests an opportunity to achieve a relative modulus beyond 10%
with comparable relative density to that of the cortical bone.
Further statistical analysis in quantifying the factor’s influence was
conducted in the following section in order to provide guidance on
the selection of factors that are of the highest effectiveness.

6. Taguchi method

The Taguchi Method is a statistical approach capable of evalu-
ating the target parameters to improve the quality of the outcomes.
With four significant parameters the number of tests in full factorial
modewould become unrealistic to perform (256 tests). To avoid full
factorial design of experiment and decreasing the number of tests
without noticeable loss in accuracy the design of experiment is
recommended. To increase the generality, factors in each column
should be analysed independently. Therefore, if the number of
replications in each column is balanced, the design order is called
orthogonal.

The objective of this study is to evaluate the significance of the
targeted factors using the Taguchi Method to the resulting me-
chanical properties. The orthogonal array, signal-to-noise ratio, and
the analysis of variance are employed to study the significance in
influence and performance characteristics of all factors.

6.1. Taguchi analysis

A Taguchi design of experiment (DOE) approach was applied to
quantify the influence of four factors previously observed with the
highest influence; number of cells, bulk sizes, surface thickness,
and isovalue. In total 16models were built with 4 different value for
the four factors assigned. The analyses hence possess four factors
and four levels for the Taguchi L16matrix. Table 7 lists the summary
of all permutations analysed and the simulated elastic modulus and
maximum stress from the compressing boundaries up to 6% strain.
The setup parameters and conditions of the numerical models are
identical to the studies used in the previous section.

Levels of the four factors were defined within the range that
synchronises with the numerical studies conducted. To provide
guidance on the design of orthopaedic implant, the study was
performed with permutations of discrete cell number 2C, 3C, 4C,
and 5C as investigated previously. Four defined volumes with the
bulk size form by the edge of 25mm, 30mm, 35mm, 40mmwere
applied to establish associations with the simulated model. Values
of levels for surface thickness, and isovalue were also chosen to
resemble the range of influencing factors simulated.
6.2. Signal to noise ratio versus mean values

To validate the observed trends, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was
calculated according to the Taguchi relationship. Generally, signal-
to-noise determines the ratio of signal (the obtained data) to the
noise (errors). This ratio shows the accuracy of the calculation and
measurement for each test set. When different levels of each factor
influence the response contrarily, main effects becomes an impor-
tant statistical analysis. If both main effect and SNR plots show
similar trends, it can be inferred that the designed experiment and
obtained data are correct. To maximise the values of stiffness and
strength, the criteria ‘larger is better’ as shown in Eq. (6) was
selected for the target [59].
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where Nj is the number of ‘experiments’ j, and Yk is the response at
the kth trial. As the experiment is numerical, no repetitions are
necessary, and Nj and k are set to 1.

Based on Taguchi L16 the SNR versus mean values has been
carried out. Fig. 34 and Fig. 35 demonstrate the analysis of main
effects and SNR for the modulus and compressive strength
respectively. They show the trend of this experiment is correct and
with the exception of small error in isovalue (ranging 0e0.5), no
significant noise and problems were observed.

Table 8 shows the ranking of all four factors for elastic modulus,
with using the larger is better method. Firstly the average response
is calculated at each level for each factor, then the delta is deter-
mined by the difference between maximum andminimum average
from all levels. Finally the factors are ranked from largest to
smallest delta. The results for means shows increasing the number
of cells ranks as the most effective parameters for maximising
elastic modulus. Increasing wall thickness ranks second for
increasing elastic modulus, while bulk size and isovalue are ranked
third and fourth. Based on the main effects increasing bulk size
reduces the modulus, while the modulus peaks with isovalue
around 0.5.

Table 9 shows the ranking of the four factors for compressive
strength SNR and means. Similar to elastic modulus, the means
ranking analysis suggests increasing the number of cells as the
most effective parameter for maximising compressive strength.,
however followed by increasing wall thickness, decreasing bulk
size and an isovalue around 0.5. The ranking of the SNR values show



Table 8
SNR and mean values for elastic modulus, ‘Larger is better’.

Response Table for Signal to Noise Ratios Response Table for Means

Level Number of Cells Bulk Size Wall thickness [mm] Isovalue Level Number of Cells Bulk Size Wall thickness
[mm]

Isovalue

1 �1.53 9.82 2.82 10.0 1 0.876 5.21 1.54 4.28
2 4.05 6.02 4.21 6.54 2 1.87 3.92 1.95 4.73
3 9.42 5.80 7.23 6.52 3 3.07 2.15 3.64 2.48
4 14.2 4.53 11.9 3.09 4 7.29 1.83 5.99 1.62

Delta 15.7 5.29 9.08 6.92 Delta 6.42 3.38 4.45 3.11
Rank 1 4 2 3 Rank 1 3 2 4

Table 9
SNR and mean values for compressive strength, ‘Larger is better’.

Response Table for Signal to Noise Ratios Response Table for Means

Level Number of Cells Bulk Size Wall thickness [mm] Isovalue Level Number of Cells Bulk Size Wall thickness
[mm]

Isovalue

1 25.3 37.5 30.5 36.2 1 19.1 122.2 36.6 84.3
2 32.6 34.9 33.0 35.7 2 47.1 86.1 48.0 111.6
3 36.5 32.8 34.9 34.4 3 70.9 48.0 78.2 62.2
4 41.4 30.6 37.4 29.6 4 159.1 40.0 133.5 38.2

Delta 16.2 6.98 6.86 6.65 Delta 140.0 82.2 96.9 73.4
Rank 1 2 3 4 Rank 1 3 2 4

Fig. 34. SNR versus mean values for elastic modulus.

Fig. 35. SNR versus mean values for compressive strength.
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number of cells is most influential upon variability while of the
remaining three factors are similar in effect.

These results suggests that increasing the number of cells ranks
as the most effective method to maximise both modulus and
compressive strength. This outcome may be largely associated
with the densification of the Gyroid structure, which becomes
heavier and less porous with increasing cell number. The result
also sees a non-linear increase in significance from increasing
thickness of the Gyroid surfaces, which can be beneficial when
greater modulus is desired. Conversely, increasing bulk size causes
a decrease in both modulus and compressive strength. There is an
increase in both modulus and compressive strength as the



Table 10
Mechanical properties of the developed 7C Gyroid.

Topology # cells L (mm) T (mm) Isovalue (t)

7C40LW055 7 40.00 0.55 0

E’ (GPa) r’ E’/E r’/r Max Stress (MPa)

16.81 2062.61 14.78% 46.56% ~300
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isovalue changes from 0.0 to 0.5, before reducing rapidly as the
isovalue increases to 1.1.

7. Case study: development of Gyroid structures for cortical
bone

A case study aimed at replicating the mechanical properties of
cortical human bone using a designed Gyroid geometry was con-
ducted. Based on the numerical and statistical finding received
from the previous sections, the most influencing factors; the
number of cells, and wall thickness were recalibrated according to
the extrapolated result from Fig. 33. A custom designed Gyroid
structure with 7 cells at each edge (7C), bulk sizes of 40mm cube,
isovalue of 0, and surface thickness of 0.55mm was developed in
associating with the new simulation results using the Ti-6Al-4V
material model. Table 10 detailed the simulated mechanical prop-
erties of the newly developed 7C Gyroid. Numerical study suggests
the structure possesses the elastic modulus of 16.81 GPa that re-
sembles the lower bound of the cortical bone as reported in Fig. 6c.
To ensure the structural integrity of the candidate 7C Gyroid
structure for implant applications, the yield stress was calibrated to
approach the ultimate compressive strength of cortical bone re-
ported from literature and shown in Fig. 6d.

The outcome indicates a simulated yield stress of 150.47MPa,
with the ultimate compressive strength beyond 300MPa. The
stress-strain behaviour of the structure is illustrated in Fig. 36.
Based on numerical simulation, the 7C Gyroid permutation fulfils
the structural design criteria of the human cortical bone. The pro-
cess established for the selection of influencing factors and subse-
quent calibration can also provide significant contributions to the
research and development of Gyroid-based structures, in fulfilling
the identified design criteria in various industries.
Fig. 36. Structural response of the proposed 7C Gyroid in achieving the mechanical
range of human cortical bone.
8. Concluding remarks

This paper investigates the influence of TPMS Gyroid geometric
factors towards the mechanical properties, structural behaviour,
and energy absorption through both experimental and numerical
study, as well as the statistical analysis in quantifying the signifi-
cance of the identified factors. Critical findings of the study are
outlined as below:

� Ti-6Al-4V TPMS Gyroid specimen was fabricated by SLM addi-
tive manufacturing technology and subjected to compression
loading to evaluate its structural properties and response.

� Assessment of Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid surface quality indicated sub-
stantial variability in morphology, which depends on surface
orientation.

� The most frequent surface orientation within the experimental
Gyroid structure was determined to have an inclination angle of
55� to the powder bed, while the least frequent is orientations
are around 0� inclination angle.

� The compression response of Gyroid structures surveyed from
literature were determined to align with the bending-
dominated structures predicted by the Gibson-Ashby model.

� When loading with multiple cycles, Ti-6Al-4V Gyroid structures
exhibited a 40% increase in modulus at 2% strain, before
returning to the value similar to that of the overall modulus.

� Experiments indicated progressive failure of the Gyroid struc-
ture, where the intertwining surfaces exhibits signs of buckling
during the collapse.

� A series of numerical models were constructed with custom-
defined Ti-6Al-4V material model from SLM fabrication and
validated, which show close agreement with the data physically
obtained.

� Increase in surface thickness effectively increases both the
modulus and compressive strength of Gyroid structures devel-
oped from identical surface topology, with the phenomenon
becoming more apparent as the cell size decreases.

� Gyroid permutations based on identical topology exhibits
similar stress-strain characteristics, despite their variance in
surface thickness.

� Calibration of both cell sizes and thickness provides a significant
opportunity to manipulate the modulus, maximum stress, and
energy absorption of the Gyroid structure. The data provided in
this research provides previously unavailable design data to
enable the design of Gyroid with tuned mechanical response.

� Reduction in bulk size increases the structural strength with
extension in the linear-elastic region, as well as higher strain at
the point of maximum stress.

� Altering the isovalue decreases the structural strength of the
Gyroids and led to significant changes in the stress-strain
behaviour.

� Ranking of the geometric factors for their influence upon a
Gyroid structure’s stiffness and strength gave the following or-
der: number of cells, surface thickness, bulk sizes, and isovalue.

� A candidate structure developed from the case study fulfils the
structural design criteria of the human cortical bone, with a
simulated yield stress of 150.47MPa, and ultimate compressive
strength beyond 300MPa.
Future research opportunities

Results from this paper exhibit a correlation between cell sizes
and surface thickness towards the structural strength of Gyroids.
Further investigation into their relationship with bulk density may
provide deeper insights into their effect towards mechanical
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properties, as well as explaining their influencing mechanism.
Experimental studies based on the findings of this research will
also add value to the study of Gyroid structures in supporting their
application in various industries.
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